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Perfect solution for your MP4 players, TOP MP4 Video Converter can convert videos, like
WMV, AVI, MPEG, MOV, MP4, 3GP, FLV, RM, etc. to MP4-MPEG4, MP4-H.264 with
different solutions.

TOP MP4 Video Converter allows you to preview the movie before converting, clip any
movie segment from the movie, snapshot the images in preview, customize the output effect,
convert files in batches, etc.

Finish your MP4 conversion easily and simply, with TOP MP4 Video Converter. Download it
right now and have a try for free!
 

Key Features

Formats supported

Support the input formats of WMV, MPEG, AVI, Quick Time, VCD, MP4, DVD, 3GP,
RM, FLV.
Support the output formats of MP4-MPEG4, MP4-H.264 and BMP.

Easy and convenient functions

Support previewing the input files before conversion.
Capture images in preview and save them in BMP format.
Split one file into several smaller ones.
Rip any segment of the video by setting "Begin Time" and "End Time".
Set audio channel, audio quality, video quality and video size to get your favorite
effect.
Shut down the computer automatically after conversion is finished.

Amazing advantages

Support batch conversion mode, which can definitely accelerates the traditional
conversion speed.
Super high conversion speed and excellent conversion quality are both provided.
Lifetime technical support and upgrade after successful purchase.
No safety hazard like viruses, spyware or adware.

Reference
Input format support:    WMV, MPEG, AVI, Quick Time, VCD, MP4, DVD, 3GP, RM, FLV
Output video format support:    MP4-MPEG4, MP4-H.264
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Image format support:    BMP
Output device support:    Computers, MP4 players

System Requirement
OS:    Windows 2000/2003/XP, windows Vista
Processor:    1GHz processor or above
RAM:    512MB or above
Hard Disk:    100M for installation
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